BE A CHAMPION
CAMPAIGN
Be a change maker – campaign and speak out on behalf of the poor and marginalised.
Advocate with and for the oppressed. Campaign, lobby and speak out against injustice. Change the world with
us from right where you are. Motivate other people in your church, community or circle of friends to join a
movement of people seeking justice and ending poverty. Mobilise ordinary people to have a voice by signing
campaign cards, getting your message heard through creative means like a video, a vox pop, a concert, a song
– whatever way you think you can make a difference, we need you with us – be a change maker.

MOBILISE
Mobilise Irish churches in their own communities – Holistic Mission.
As part of our local and global effort to tackle poverty, Tearfund Ireland seeks to actively address disadvantage
here at home realising that thousands of people on our own doorstep are living in desperate need. We believe
that the answers to this poverty lie in the hands of local churches that are filled with Christians passionate
about seeing God’s Kingdom come on earth. Could you be the catalyst for change? Do you want to be part of
a global movement with Tearfund?
We are seeking passionate mission hearted volunteers who we would support and equip to actively engage in
their own communities in responding to those in need, demonstrating Christ’s love in practical ways. Are you
passionate about seeing people who are hurting and suffering witness His love by providing support to the
homeless, people with emotional illnesses, addiction and other forms of poverty? We can help you and your
church in bringing hope and transformation – let’s do this together for His glory!

COMMUNICATE
Be a Tearfund Ireland Networker & Social Media Volunteer.
Are you a great communicator? Have you got a wide following on Twitter?
You may be the sort of person we’re looking for. We’re on the look-out for people who love communicating
and want to help us to get the message of Tearfund Ireland across.
Blog and Tweet about us, tell your Facebook friends about our work. Use your networks, social media profile
and communication skills to engage people in the message of Tearfund Ireland.
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